
Accessibility statement

Arti D2 Ltd. (the “Company” or “We”) makes efforts and invests considerable resources to provide its

customers with a respectful, accessible, and professional service.

In accordance with the Equal Rights for People with Disabilities Law – 1998, and the regulations

promulgated therefrom, many efforts and resources are invested in making the necessary

accessibility adjustments to enable a person with a disability to receive the services provided to all

customers, independently and equally.

1. Website accessibility. An accessible website is a website that allows people with disabilities and

elderlies to browse with the same level of efficiency and enjoyment as other users. We believe

in and work for equal opportunities in the internet space for those with diverse disabilities and

people who use assistive technology for computer use.

1.1. This website meets the requirements of the Equal Rights for People with Disabilities

Regulations (Accessibility adjustments to the service) – 2013.

1.2. The accessibility adjustments were made following the recommendations of the Israeli

Standard (SI 5568) for accessibility of content on the Internet at the AA level and the

international WCAG2.0 document.

1.3. The website provides a semantic structure for assistive technologies and support for the

common usage pattern for operating with a keyboard using the Enter and Esc arrow

keys to exit menus and windows.

1.4. For the best browsing experience with screen reading software, We recommend using

the latest NVDA software version.

2. How does accessibility work on the website? An accessibility menu is placed on the website.

Clicking on the accessibility menu enables the opening of the accessibility buttons. After

selecting a topic in the accessibility menu, wait for the page to load. The software works in the

popular browsers: Chrome, Firefox, and Safari subject to the manufacturer's conditions. Browsing

in accessibility mode is recommended in the Chrome browser.

Here are the accessibility options in the accessibility menu:

2.1. Adjustment for keyboard navigation - providing the option of keyboard navigation.

2.2. Adaptation for a screen reader – an adaptation of the website for assistive technologies

such as NVDA and JAWS.

2.3. Blocking the flickering - stopping moving elements and blocking the flickering.

2.4. Increasing the website font to 4 different sizes.

2.5. Contrast adjustments - Changing the contrast of the website's colors.

2.6. Adaptation of the website for the color blind.

2.7. Changing the font to make it more readable.

2.8. Increasing the cursor and changing its color to black or white.

2.9. Increasing the display to about 200%. The website allows changing the font size by using

the Ctrl key and the mouse wheel.

2.10. Highlighting links on the website.

2.11. Highlighting titles on the website.

2.12. Showing an alternative description for the pictures.

3. Request and suggestions for improvement in accessibility. We continue our efforts to improve

the Company’s website accessibility as part of our commitment to enable the entire population,

including people with disabilities, to receive the most accessible service. If you encounter any



problem or accessibility glitch, We will be happy for you to update us and We will make every

effort to find a suitable solution for you and address the problem as soon as possible.

4. Details of the accessibility coordinator.

Full name: Avner Vilan

Phone Number: 03-6880121

E-mail: contact@arti.tv

5. The last update: 12/10/2022

mailto:avner@arti.tv

